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-3iher through material resonance, age and recollection,

:"acing

or

human thoughts with technology, rnternational award
^ ng artist China Blue has discovered a well-deserved place
' :^e intersection of art and science. Since receivinq her BFA at
fcrnia College of the Arts and MFA at Hunter Colle-ge, Blue has
-:ertaken an aray of pioneering SciArt projects,

.

2009 China Blue capiured the seismic and ambient acoustics
'\IASA's Ames Vertical Gun - a device created to studv lunar
..:act processes of asteroids and meteorites. ln 2007, using
-

aural and custom designed seismic microphones, she became

'= i rst person to capture the natural resonance vibrating through
-= 7300 tons of steel making up the Eiffel Tower. In her attempt

, ?xpress or represent the hidden and passive effects of sound
- iumans, Blue has processed or recorded an array of matter,

;:erials, and environments: the lapping "landscape" of water
-"ounding Venice; digital crlckets; steel sculptures; the secret

':r

':

in Grand Central Station (NY), as well as pool and r"'v
ping r"'':
pong
es, ll is apparent that the science of sound has no boundaries

Je

s most recent work trails the

spectrum

of medium from

,:l ied paint and 2-D surface, to wires, diodes, pixes and
',:rnology.

Yet, as most of her work, these projects rely on one

..sential medium to spread along the artist's palette: the

brain.

- agining 8/ue requires the viewer to interface with a "sculpture'
,-d, through brain monitoring and bioacoustics, is meant to
-;.tghtfu ly engage light, motlon, and sound to manipulate the

,,;lpture. Slmilarly, MindDraw invites viewers to create

an organic
ogue between their thoughts and a digitally projected image.
.'.mary Networks is a series of paintings that question and refiect
: uminum paint) our ability to fully recall, slightly recollect, or
=^r;rely forget our experiences in life.
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